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For more than 230 years, men and women of the United States military have
sacrificed for the freedom of this country. In 1919, President Wilson established
Armistice Day as a national recognition of those who have served. “To us in
America, the reflections of Armistice Day will be filled with solemn pride in the
heroism of those who died in the country’s service and with gratitude for the victory, both because of the thing from which it has freed us and because of the opportunity it has given America to show her sympathy with peace and justice in the councils
of the nations…” proclaimed Wilson. Now known as Veterans Day, every November
11, we honor the veterans that have served and sacrificed for the United States.
Embry-Riddle has a large veteran population, both student and faculty. Honored on
a memorial in between the student center and the IC are 20 names of Embry-Riddle
alumni who have made the ultimate sacrifice for their country since Sept. 11, 2001.
PHOTOS COURTESY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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Dr. Alexei Filippenko of the University
of California, Berkeley, spoke Saturday
at an Embry-Riddle presentation called
“Dark Energy and the Runaway Universe”
for the eighth annual Elston Memorial
lecture on gravitation. Filippenko became
well known during the past 12 years for
his work developing a robotic telescope
(KAIT, Katzman Automatic Imaging
Telescope) that has been using image subtraction to identify potential supernovae.
The presentation touched on such topics as cosmetology, cosmology and spatial distortion between galaxies very far
apart, which is considered a “fundamental cause” of the famous “Red Shift.”
Another topic discussed was the uniform
expansion of the universe, contrived from
the knowledge that the more distant galaxies are moving faster away than closer
galaxies.
Although observations would seem to
indicate the Earth is in the center of the
universe, Filippenko explained, in a uniformly expanding universe “the center is
in a mathematically describable but physically inaccessible dimension.” Filippenko

continued, “and so it may be in the case of
our universe if we wrap around a fourth
spatial dimension … ”
The expansion of our universe was
then well accepted. However, the fate
of the universe is still unknown. It was
thought that the universe would eventually stop expanding due to the density
of the material in the universe creating
a gravitational field strong enough. The
problem astronomers have run into is the
acceleration of the expansion of the universe. It is not slowing down, as would be
expected. Filippenko then described the
method astronomers are using to study
the expansion of the universe by looking
at the galaxies of stars (those seen are
from as they were long ago, due to the
time it takes light to travel). “Encoded in
the light from those galaxies, is information about the expansion rate of the early
universe … ” said Filippenko.
To understand expansion, an accurate
measure of the distance of the galaxies
and the individual stars is needed. The
hard part is seeing the stars billions of
light years away, as they get dimmer
the further away they are. However, it
is possible to see specific stars far away
by looking for supernovae. Filippenko
explained that by using the distance and

the brightness of the supernovae at its
peak, “you can then calibrate the headlight … you know its umpf, its power.” If
one knows the typical power that a similar star would be expected to exude, and
the distance is known (say for a nearby
star) then one can compare the distant
stars’ powers and contrive a relatively
accurate measurement of the distance of
that star.
The study of supernovae has been
accelerated recently using the robotic
imaging telescope, which looks at over
1,000 galaxies per night, and automatically compares them with previous pictures. Filippenko’s students then analyze
the particular supernovae candidates to
determine their validity. The study has
shown that supernovae are not uniform in
their explosion. Those that are uniform,
are the white dwarf’s going supernovae.
However, those require another star for
the white dwarf to steal material from. So
these potential white dwarf supernovae
are considered valid stars to study when
determining the fate of the universe.
Thousands of galaxies are studied to
find supernovae and to study the radiated
light spectra from these stars. The study
has found that some supernovae, distant
galaxies in particular, are fainter than they

have any right to be. The fainter stars defy
the popular idea that gravity would cause
galaxies to slow in their expansion and
collapse back inward, leading to the conception of dark energy. This dark energy
is not really material, but a form of something that repulses the galaxies further
from each other. It only emerges outside
of galaxies in large vats of “empty” space
if the vacuum of space is something
other than zero in density. The reason
dark energy only emerges between distant
galaxies, is that within galaxies, the force
of gravity is dominant. The cumulative
effect of this repulsive force between the
galaxies is the acceleration of the universe. Filippenko describes dark energy
as a “cosmic repulsion.”
Filippenko elaborates, “That conclusion … was based on supernovae four or
five billion light years away. So all we
can really say is that over the past four
or five billion years, the extension of the
universe has been accelerating … ”
Further back, there is evidence of a
decelerating universe due to gravity. But
as an expanse was reached, the repulsive substances dominated, and it is
still uncertain whether a shift and a collapse will occur, or the expansion will
continue eternally.
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ERAU celebrates Homecoming 2008,
Nov. 4-8

Congratulations to King and Queen,
Pat Coleman and Chantal Mortezaee!

PHOTOS COURTESY AARON CRAIG, TIM KRAMER, AND HANNAH BROWN
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VP office
thanks rep.
Bryan Dietz

SGA Vice President
Every student leader in
clubs and organizations on
campus has an opportunity to
make an impact on campus.
The opportunities are endless
on a campus of our size and
intimacy with the numerous
charity events and student
life enhancements we have to
offer. But it is those who go
above and beyond that calling
that make this campus better
for all of us every day.
Since the beginning of the
year, College of Aviation
Rep. Zachary McKenna
has moved this University
forward through his dedication to serving the students.
Each day, Zachary has made
himself accessible to students by
serving extensive office hours;
on average six hours and 30
minutes per week.
To
serve
those
students, McKenna is planning this year’s “Sound Off”
event – a town hall meeting
featuring University leaders
allowing you the students the
opportunity
to
ask
questions and get answers
on the future of their school.
McKenna, with the work of
the Constitution Committee,

hopes to allow students the
chance to meet and interact
with the leaders of the school
who make decisions for their
college careers. The most
important aspect McKenna
looks at is the opportunity for
feedback to our school leaders.
It is the feedback of students that McKenna thrives
upon with many of his
projects
and
priorities.
McKenna has worked extensively to urge the Provost’s
Office to rearrange the Spring
Academic Calendar to shift
University Days to race weekend so students are able to
work while not missing class.
McKenna would also like to
see the spring break week off
moved ahead one week to
align with the middle of the
semester and the breaks’ of
other schools in the area.
It is with great honor and
pleasure that the SGA Vice
President’s office is able to
award Zachary McKenna
with the September 2008
Representative of the month.
His leadership and commitment to students is undoubtedly
inspirational
to
not
only
students,
but
to
the
administration
he
interacts with on the campus
every day.

Hosting finance session
Angeline Ranieri
SGA Treasurer

Are your finances a mess?
Are you struggling to balance
paying off loans, credit card
bills and keep track of how you
spend you cash? The SGA has

COA forum
Nathan Mulder

Student Representative

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

IT IS WITH GREAT honor and pleasure that the SGA Vice
President’s office is able to award Zachary McKenna with the
September 2008 Representative of the month.

found the solution to help every
Embry-Riddle student get back
on a track to financial success
as a college student. For the
first time, the Student Finance
Board will be hosting a Personal
Financing Session on Thursday
Nov. 13th from 5.30 – 8.00 p.m.
in COB118. Snacks and drinks

On Tuesday Oct. 28, the College
of Aviation Representatives
from the Student Representative
Board hosted their second annual, “SOARING: Tower to Sky.”
More than 250 students attended
to get some free food provided
by Moe’s and win some amazing
prizes. Also at the “SOARING”
event, the representatives had
Frank Ayers (Flight Department),
Professor Mosher (Weather
Department) speak, as well as,
Professor McGuirk (Air Traffic
Control Department). These two
outstanding professors gave
students an update about their
specific industry, and also
discussed what was happening within each of their majors/
minors. We would like to thank
all three for taking time out of
their very busy schedule to speak
to the students of the College
of Aviation. Your Student

Government Association VicePresident Bryan Dietz spoke
about what the SGA has been up
to this semester and what is going
to be happening in the near future.
Again, the COA Representatives
would like to thank the
Vice-President for attending and
speaking at our event. Prizes
were raffled off including: an
aviation scanner, One-Six-Right
DVDs,and much more, including
our two grand prizes which were
tours of Jacksonville Air Traffic
Control facilities and jetBlue
University in Orlando. Ten lucky
winners will be attending these
events on Dec. 5th. For the winners of the jetBlue University tour,
they will also get time in the E190
simulator and the jetBlue cabin
trainer, which should be very
exciting. If you weren’t able to
make it out to “SOARING: Tower
to Sky” this semester, keep your
eyes open next semester as the
representatives bring you another
outstanding forum. We’ll see you
soon!

will be served during the duration of the event. There will
be representatives from Fifth
Third Bank, including investment advisors, who will present
helpful tips and resources to get
your finances in order. They
will be providing prizes for
attendees, so don’t miss it! SGA

Finance Board Members will
also be available, so feel free to
ask them any questions regarding how money is distributed
at Embry-Riddle. Don’t miss
the opportunity to finally learn
how to manage your money by
investing it or finally keeping
track of how you spend it.

PHOTO COURTESY NATHAN MULDER

CHAIRMAN OF THE FLIGHT Department Frank Ayers
speaks to College of Aviation students at the COA forum.

SGA road cleanup

PHOTO COURTESY STACI STUECK

STUDENTS SHOW ADMIRABLE EFFORT during the road cleanup sponsored by the Student Government. Their contribution to help keep our community beautiful shows
the influence of ERAU students in the community.

Space and Aviation
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NASA hosts second annual Space and Air Show

PHOTOS COURTESY ANDREW ZABACK AND OMID ESHAGHI

Space and Air Show dazzles crowd 920th RQW demonstrates rescue procedures
William Sohl

Staff Reporter
It’s a warm fall day at Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. Several
tents and benches line the causeway full of people waiting to see
the Blue Angels take flight in the
annual Kennedy Space Center
Air Show. But rather than the
agile FA-18 Hornets they expect,
the crowd meets the Angels in a
bulky C-130 Hercules.
“Fat Albert,” as it‘s nicknamed,
operates as both the logistical
legs of the Blue Angels and their
opening act. Its number one mission according to its pilot Maj.
Drew Hess is, “to make sure
the jets fly.” He, along with
Maj. Russ Campbell and Capt.

Brendan Burks, fly over 140,000
miles each air show season, transporting all of the crew and ground
equipment needed to support the
Blue Angel’s jet pilots at every
show. “These guys are the lifeblood,” says Maj. Hess, without
them the Angel’s wouldn’t be
able to put on the show they do.
And though their main job is
to be the world’s best pit crew,
the “Fat Albert” team certainly
knows how to fly. The skilled
crew puts this massive turboprop
aircraft through 60 degree fivegee banks. With over 2,000 hours
logged in C-130s, Maj. Hess can
fly over 300 knots, 60 ft. above
the ground and then soar up to
over 1,000 ft. on a 45 degree
climb as naturally as most people
drive to work.

After “Fat Albert,” five of the
Blue Angels took to the skies to
thrill with their show. As always,
they were a huge hit. Even two
men down, the squadron flew
spectacularly drawn amazing patterns as they zipped and weaved
through the sky. They thrilled
the crowd, darting by barely 50
feet from the ground at nearly
Mach 1.
In addition to this, the air show
this year featured many other acts.
There was formation flying with
F-16s, more FA-18 Super Hornets
and some vintage Vietnam era
fighters. The Air Force Reserve
provided a bi-plane performance.
The 101st “Screaming Eagles”
gave a parachute demonstration.
There was a B-25 heritage flight.
The 920th rescue wing demon-

strated an astronaut recovery
operation. And Red Bull Air race
veteran Mike Goulian rounded
out the show.
The weekend also marked the
final unveiling of the Astronaut
Scholarship Foundation’s Shuttles
Orbiting the Space Coast. Various
donors and organizations paid to
have one of 43 different eight ft.
Shuttle replicas decorated. After
letting Space Center visitors get a
chance to see them, the Shuttles’
donors will be displaying them
throughout the area for the next
seven months with the ASO
tracking and displaying their
location online. Then in July, the
shuttles will be auctioned with
proceeds going to help fund the
ASO’s science and engineering
scholarships.

Andrew Zaback
News Editor

Just south of Kennedy Space
Center and next to the beach
is a small military installation
called Patrick Air Force Base.
Unknown to most people, the
service men and women here
play a major role in supporting NASA’s manned space program.
This base is the headquarters
of the Air Force Reserve’s 920th
Rescue Wing (RQW). The wing
has been involved in both war
and peacetime operations from
early manned missions of the
manned space program, to combat search and rescue, to relief
efforts after major hurricanes.

Two Air Force Reserve
Squadrons were combined in
order to create what is now
known as the 920th Rescue
Wing. The 920th designation
came from the 920th Tactical
Airlift group while, the primary
mission was derived from the
301st Rescue Wing. Primary
aircraft were adopted from each
of these two units. Currently,
the Wing operates and maintains HH-60G Pave Hawk
helicopters and HC-130 Hercules
cargo aircraft.
Since its creation, the wing
has participated in the recovery
of the Freedom Seven astronaut,
Alan Shepard to current space
shuttle support missions. It has
also been deployed overseas
for combat search and rescue

missions in Iraq.
In addition to deployment
overseas, the several aircraft
and crews have been deployed
around the United States to assist
in humanitarian efforts after
major hurricanes. The wing has
used its Pave Hawk helicopters
to save over 1,800 people since
its formation.
As well as performing rescue
operations and providing support for the Space Shuttle program, the unit commonly called
upon to perform in air shows.
The most recent show the unit
appeared in was Kennedy Space
Center’s 2nd Annual Space and
Air Show.
The demonstration was a simulated rescue of a downed astronaut. A swimmer was put in

the water and the normal rescue
procedure was followed. The
first task was to drop a rescue
package, including a floatation
device and a signal to pinpoint
the survivor’s location. The
package was dropped from the
back of an HC-130.
During the air show, the units
rescue plan designated a lead
and rescue helicopter. Once the
survivor is located, two HH-60G
Pave Hawk helicopters sweep
in and perform the rescue. The
rescue helicopter immediately
flies down to the survivor and
rescue personnel perform a fast
rope insertion into the water.
Once the survivor is secure, a
hoist is deployed from the side
of the helicopter bringing the
survivor and a rescuer on the

first lift and the second rescuer
on the second hoist.
While the rescue is going on,
the lead helicopter’s primary
objective is to make sure nothing happens to the second helicopter. The vehicle flies in a
figure eight pattern as it would
during a combat rescue mission
to draw enemy fire from the rescue operation.
Once the rescue was complete, the helicopters left the
area and met up with the Wing’s
refueling aircraft and performed
a simulated air-to-air refueling
mission for the crowd.
After the demonstration, the
rescue helicopter landed on the
far side of the NASA Causeway
and became a static display for
visitors see.

Nov. 14
STS-126 Endeavour
ISS Flight
Launch Time:
7:55 p.m.

				
				

NET Dec. 15
Delta IV Heavy
Classified NRO
Launch Window TBD

Directions to view STS-126 launch

It is best to get to Titusville, the closest free public viewing area, two or three hours before launch to get
a good location. It will fill up very quickly.
To get to Titusville from campus, take I-95 south to Exit 220 (Rt. 406/Garden St.), and go left off the exit.
Rt. 406 will hit the river at the Max Brewer Bridge, and this is the furthest you can go before the road block
on the other side of the bridge. One block before and paralleling the river, you can also head south on U.S.
1 to find more viewing areas. U.S. 1 rejoins the river about a mile south of 406; for that one-mile stretch,
the street that runs along the water is known as Riverside Drive.
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Real cause
of Civil War

Jonathan O. Smith wrote in
Nov. 4th’s paper that “The
American Civil War was
about slavery...If slavery, or
the expansion there of, wasn’t
‘issue #1’ in that war... please
do your research and tell me
what was.”
I am writing to The Avion to
correct this misunderstanding
of American history, in that
the Civil War was not fought
initially over the issue of slavery. The Civil War was initiated when Abraham Lincoln
was elected President, as the
southern states believed he
was “anti-slavery and in favor
of Northern interests.” (http://
americanhistory.about.com/
od/civilwarmenu/a/cause_
civil_war.htm)
However, that was the straw
that broke the camel’s back.
Key causes leading up to this
point were an unbalanced
representation in Congress,
state vs. national government and laws that regulated, not forbid, slavery. The
unbalanced representation in
Congress was an issue because
the North had a considerably
higher population; manufacturing produced more jobs
than farming and the high density of European immigrants
compounded the issue of state
vs. national government. One

Opinions

The Avion, November 11, 2008

Matt Bors

instance is a tariff intended to
fund a highway connecting the
North and the Midwest, but it
was not planned to run through
the South at all. The South
considered this a ridiculous
proposal, and refused to pay
for such a project, creating
tensions. This issue was further compounded by the regulation of slavery; instead of
being decided on a state-bystate case, the national government regulated what states
would allow slaves, and which
ones would not.
As you can see, the war was
not solely, or even majorly,
started over slavery. In fact,
slavery was not a key issue
until Sept. 22, 1862, when
Abraham Lincoln signed the
Emancipation Proclamation,
freeing all slaves in the South.
This was a hotly debated issue
in the North, as slavery was not
strictly restricted to southern
states. I hope this is sufficiently researched and explained,
and that the issue regarding
the Confederate flag can one
day be put to bed, for it is not
a symbol of slavery, but rather
a symbol of the legal secession of 11 states who believed
the government was not acting
in a manner representative of
themselves.
~Raymond S. Acker

“When the world is mine, your
death shall be quick and painless.”
~Stewie Griffin
Don’t let Stewie take over the world
by submitting your opinions at
theavion@gmail.com
or
avionnewspaper.com.

Student Forum
“Who would be your Chief of Staff?”

											
				
- Compiled by Matthew Goldberg and John W. Smith

Jhusara Angulo
Junior
Safety Science

Chris Gammello
Sophomore
Aerospace
Engineering

Joshua Dover
Freshman
Civil Engineering

“L.C. and Audrina.”

“Arnold
Schwarzenegger.”

“My Dad, I trust him.”

Erick Tarud
Freshman
Civil Engineering

Murat Tunca Aygum
Freshman
Engineering Physics

Carlos Williams
Senior
Aviation Business
Administration

“Jennifer Aniston,
Great Legs.”

“Stewie.”

“Chelsea Clinton.”

PHOTO COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Parking problem
may affect grades
Yes, everyone’s been arguing about the parking issues
that are faced by off-campus
students almost everyday. This
is purely and simply because
of the fact that there aren’t
enough yellow parking spots
available and wherever they
are available, they are so far
away from the classrooms that
when a student is already running late, he/she must be late
to class, no questions asked...
literally! Professors’ parking
spots are so conveniently locat-

ed so they would get to class on
time, but I do have one thing to
point out- PROFESSORS DO
NOT GET PENALIZED FOR
BEING LATE TO CLASS
LIKE STUDENTS! Yes, they
may receive a slap on the
hand, if even, but they do
not have a grade to work for
which can affect their cumulative GPA, which affects their
resume, which affects getting
a job. Yes, long line, but quite
related directly.
I do hope that the school

administration, safety and
SGA work together to make
things better for us because
when it does boil down to it,
the students are tho ones who
suffer and shouldn’t be when
they’re the whole reason faculty and staff have a job in the
first place.
As such, I am appealing to
whomever may be concerned
to work diligently and quickly
to find the best solution for
this growing problem.
~Vivekh Pundit

‘Coming together’
not necessary

Joey, explain to me why the
country has to come together for Obama. Oh, is it like
the way the Democrats came
together for George W. Bush.
Wait, they didn’t. If I remember
correctly, they were trying to
impeach him while Congress
should have been earning their
tax payer dollars by concentrating on the war and the economic
crisis. The economy is in shambles due to the lack of action by
Congress, Democrats. I find it
funny how the major issue of
this election, the economy, was
caused by certain democrats
(Barney Franks, Harry Reid,
etc.) and yet a democrat was
elected to the presidency. Look
up “Burning Down the House:
What Caused Our Economic
Crisis” on youtube.com to
understand what I’m talking

about. I for one, am not coming
together in peace for a party,
not a person, who does not
share non-partisan views. When
Democrats and Republicans
come together, it means that
Republicans are almost always
the only ones compromising.
Just take a look at Nancy Pelosi,
who sent Congress on vacation
two months back when a bill
that was going to open drilling
in the outer continental shell
was brought to the Senate. Both
Democrats and Republicans
came together for this bill that
would ease our oil crisis. Pelosi
called vacation because the
Republican’s stance has always
been to drill, and this bill had
the potential to get more support for the Republican party in
this election year.
Now, for those of you that

are saying I am completely off
base because Pelosi has nothing
to do with Obama, well you are
wrong. I am a strong believer in
voting for the party and not the
person. How is Obama going
to get anything done with a
Democratic Congress without
greasing some palms? Obama
needs Congress on his side to
get his initiatives passed and
that means working with the
Speaker of the House, Pelosi.
For those of you who think
Obama is a moderate, you
just watch the “moderates” he
appoints as his advisors.
I will be the first to congratulate Obama on his politically
historical achievement, but I
will not come together in unity
with the Democratic party or
Obama.
~Kevin Pate

Men’s and Women’s
Cross Country wins
Conference
B2

Basketball
undefeated
at home
B3

Sports
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Men’s and women’s cross country post dominating
scores to win The Sun Conference championships
Alison Smalling

ERAU Athletics
The Embry-Riddle men’s
cross country team left no
doubt about being the most
dominant team in The Sun
Conference this year. As the
Eagles posted a perfect score
to win their fourth straight
conference title, Saturday at
Sgt. Jasper Park in Hardeeville,
S.C. Embry-Riddle finished
with 15 points with USCB and
Webber International rounding
out the top three with 68 and
91 points, respectively.
The meet, hosted by league
newcomer South CarolinaBeaufort, saw the Eagles
sweep the top six spots,
and place seven in the top
nine with the top five finishers posting sub-26-minute
times. The only other time the
Eagles men have posted a perfect score was at another meet
hosted by USCB in 2007.
Four ERAU runners turned
in season best times including
overall winner Sam Vazquez,
Russell Snyder, Greg Leonard
and Laurent Williams. Vazquez
earned his fourth first-place
finish this season, crossing in

a school record time of 25:03.
Snyder was second in 25:41
and was followed by Nick
Gehlsen (25:51) and Stuart
Patterson (25:54). Henry
Melius (25:58) and Leonard
(26:31) took the fifth and sixth
spots and Williams was ninth
in 26:51.
Each of the Eagles’ top
six were named to the AllConference team along with
Chad Hannah of Webber
International.
The sixth-ranked Eagles
men will now begin preparation for their return trip to the
NAIA National Championship
in Kenosha, Wis. at the Dr.
Wayne E. Dannehl Cross
Country Course on Nov. 22.

Women’s cross
country wins
third straight
championship
The Embry-Riddle women’s
cross country team took five
of the top six spots to win its

third straight Sun Conference
title, Saturday at Sgt. Jasper
Park. The meet was hosted
by league newcomer South
Carolina-Beaufort and saw the
Eagles finish just one point
shy of a perfect score with 16,
ahead of Savannah College of
Art and Design (64 points) and
Warner (89 points).
Junior Alex Salinas was the
first to cross the line, setting a
new school record 5K time of
18:20. Junior Beth McCubbin
was second in 18:58, just ahead
of Flo Silva (19:01) and Lori
Costello (19:27). Kasey Kluge
came in sixth in 19:46 and
Erika Langhauser (19:59) and
Emily Cook (20:30) rounded
out the Eagle harriers, finishing eighth and 12th, respectively.
Salinas, McCubbin, Silva,
Costello and Kluge joined
SCAD’s Meaghan Keiffer
and Webber International’s
Deborah Reibach as AllConference selections.
By winning the conference
title, the 14th-ranked Eagles
have earned a trip to the NAIA
National Championship at the
Dr. Wayne E. Dannehl Cross
Country Course in Kenosha,
Wis. on Nov. 22.

TIM KRAMER - BLAKE ESTES/AVION

JUNIOR ALEX SELINAS, LEFT, led the women’s cross country team to their third straight
championship in The Sun Conference. Sam Vazquez, right, turned in a school record time of
25:03 to lead the Eagles to their fourth straight conference championship. The men’s cross
country team posted a perfect score, while the women fell a point short, scoring 16 points.

Women’s volleyball beats Tigers for conference title
NaDean Schroeder
ERAU Athletics

The Embry-Riddle Eagles
volleyball team won the program’s first conference title
on Thursday evening, as
they were victorious over the
Edward Waters Tigers, 3-0
(25-10, 25-9, 25-13).
The Eagles honored their
seniors, Marissa Gonzales,
Jenni Nelsen and Corey
Dobridnia in a pre-match
celebration that sparked the
Eagles spirit and carried it to
the match.
Embry-Riddle’s
regular
season record finalizes at
25-3 and 13-1 in The Sun
Conference. The Tigers end
their season 0-13 overall and
in conference play.

The home team marked
45 kills in the match, hitting
.347. They held the Tigers to
nine kills, hitting .000.
Gonzales tallied 33 assists
in the match, ending the regular season short of 1,000
assists on the season. Corey
Dobridnia led the Eagles in
kills with 12 in the match.
Nelsen ended the evening with
seven kills and one assisted
block.
Other team leaders included
Savannah Trakes with seven
kills and Abby Hall with six
kills and two service aces.
The Blue and Gold will
step on the court at The Sun
Conference Tournament on
Nov. 14-15 as they will be the
No. 1 seed. The tournament
will be held in Savannah,
Georgia.

Upcoming Sporting
Events
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Tuesday, Nov. 11:
at Florida College
Temple Terrace, FL 7 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 14:
Carroll College Classic
Helena, MT 2 p.m. (MST)

Saturday, Nov. 15:
Carroll College Classic
Helena, MT 8 p.m. (MST)

MEN’S HOCKEY
Friday, Nov. 14:
vs. Florida Institute of Technology
Daytona Beach, FL 10 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 15:
at Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne, FL 10:30 p.m.

TIM KRAMER/AVION

SENIOR OUTSIDE HITTER JENNI Nelsen spikes a ball over two Edward Waters defenders during Thursday nights game.
Senior Corey Dobridnia and Nelsen combined for 19 kills and senior Marissa Gonzales tallied 33 assists in the game.

EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY

EAGLES						

VISITORS

st place Men’s cross Country out of
place WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY out of
Women’s Soccer at SCAD*
Men’s Soccer at NORTHWOOD* (1-1 lose Penatly Shots)

MEN’S SOCCER
Friday, Nov. 14:

The Sun Conference Championship*
TBA, TBA

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Saturday, Nov. 17:

The Sun Conference Championship*
TBA, TBA

* - FSC Opponents

MEN’S BASKETBALL vs. Tennessee Wesleyan
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL vs. Edward Waters*
Men’s Soccer vs. FLAGLER
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL at Palm Beach Atlantic
MEN’S BASKETBALL vs. Johnson & Wales
MEN’S HOCKEY vs. USF
Men’s Hockey at USF
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Eagles send Bulldogs back to the doghouse
TIM KRAMER/AVION

NaDean Schroeder
ERAU Athletics

In front of a homecoming
crowd of 1,194, the EmbryRiddle Eagles basketball
team tallied their third win
of the season on Friday evening over the Tennessee

Wesleyan Bulldogs, 80-56.
The five point lead at halftime turned into a 13 point
lead just under four minutes
into the second half as the
Eagles hit all of their shots and
Denver Cobb followed with
back-to-back three’s to give
the Eagles the 19 point lead.
The Blue and Gold increased

their lead to as much as 28 in
the second half before the 24
point win.
In the first half, the Eagles
jumped out to a four point lead
after Eric Lorenzi and Danny
Krazit had jumpers on back to
back possessions by the Eagles.
The Eagles had the lead until
the 8:43 mark as a jumper by

TWC’s Alex Goldston, gave
the Bulldogs their first lead of
the game, 19-18.
The Eagles cut into TWC’s
five point lead, 27-22, on a
three-pointer from Glenn
Dalcourt from just left of the
top of the arc. This sparked an
11-2 run for the Eagles before
the halftime buzzer sounded

and the home team led, 33-28.
Freshman Ray Graham
was hot off the bench for the
Eagles in the first half, tallying eight of his 12 points
in nine minutes played. Eric
Lorenzi matched Graham’s
first half team leading points
and ended the evening leading the team with 17. Glenn

Dalcourt had 15 points and
four assists. Cobb finished the
night with 14 points. Dalcourt
and Tyler DeBord led the team
with seven rebounds each.
The Blue and Gold will step
on the court again on Tuesday
as they travel to Temple
Terrace, Fla. to face off against
Florida College at 7 p.m.

Men’s soccer loses in conference semis to Northwood
Cara Schlinger

ERAU Athletics
The Seahawks of Northwood
defeated Embry-Riddle with
penalty kicks in The Sun
Conference semifinal match.
The Eagles finish their 2008
season with an overall record
of 9-6-4.
The first half started slow,
with both teams trying to find a
consistent rhythm of play. There
was a 15 minute period in which
the Eagles dominated possession, but they could not get the
shots to fall.

Their best opportunity to
score came in the 23rd minute
after a corner from AJ Barrett
was headed down by JL Wilson.
The Seahawks defense cleared
the ball, but Richard Genge was
there to collect it and send a
pass back into the box. Ryan
Woods hit a hard shot, but the
ball drifted just wide of the net.
The Seahawks increased their
pace late in the first period, taking four shots in a five minute
span. Northwood was awarded
a free kick with 1:05 remaining
on the clock. Anders Sulisalo
sent the ball to the edge of
the box to find Joonas Siikala

on the far post. The Seahawks’
leading scorer drove a shot at
goalkeeper Viktor Bergstrand,
who got a touch on the ball, but
it got past him and fell into the
back of the net.
The Eagles had the advantage
from the very start of the second
half. They moved the ball well,
keeping it inside Seahawk territory. Northwood was able to
answer with a few strong counterattacks, but the defensive unit
of Embry-Riddle played tough
to keep them from increasing
the lead.
In the 82nd minute, Michael
Donald charged down the field,

beat his defender and then sent a
ball inside to find Sam Litchfield
standing just a few feet off the
goal line. Litch drove a shot past
Seahawks’ goalkeeper Andy
Robertson to tie the game at
one goal apiece.
A few minutes after the Eagles’
goal, Siikala had a breakaway
down the center of the pitch, but
Viktor Bergstrand reacted well
and blocked the shot.
The remaining eight minutes elapsed, sending the
game to overtime. The teams
battled for 20 more minutes,
with Northwood holding a 5-1
advantage in shots, but neither

team could find the back of the
net.
As post season rules go,
the fate of this game would
be decided by penalty kicks.
The teams lined up at the halffield line as players from each
squad stepped out to the line.
Embry-Riddle made their first
two kicks, as did Northwood.
Seahawks’ goalkeeper Andy
Robertson saved the third shot,
while Northwood put their third
one in the back of the net. The
Eagles made the fourth and fifth
penalties and then Bergstrand
came up with two brilliant
saves to keep the Blue and Gold

alive.
With a tie score at the end of
five shots, the game went into
a sudden death penalty situation. The Eagles and Seahawks
both converted on their first
two shots, but the third one for
Embry-Riddle was not so lucky.
Northwood put the final shot
in the back of the net for the
victory.
This game also marked the
final contest for seniors Joe
Yoffe, AJ Barrett, Richard
Genge and Peter Masters, who
have contributed four incredible years to the Embry-Riddle
men’s soccer program.

NCAA D-1 FOOTBALL
WEEK 11 SCORES
(1) Alabama 		
(2) Texas Tech		
(3) Penn State		
(4) Florida	
(5) Texas
		
(6) Oklahoma		
(7) U-S-C			
(8) OK State		
(9) Boise State
(10) Utah			
(11) T-C-U
		
(12) Ohio State		
(13) Missouri		
(14) Georgia		
(15) L-S-U			
(16) Ball State		
(17) B-Y-U			
(18) Michigan State
(19) North Carolina
(20) West Virginia		
(21) California			
(22) Georgia Tech			
(23) Maryland		
(24) Florida State
(25) Pittsburgh

27
56
23
42
45
66
17
20
49
13
10
45
41
42
21
45
41
21
28
23
3
7
13
41
41

(15) L-S-U			
(8) OK State		
Iowa			
Vanderbilt		
Baylor			
Texas A&M		
(21) California			
(2) Texas Tech		
Utah State		
(11) T-C-U			
(10) Utah			
Northwestern		
Kansas State		
Kentucky		
(1) Alabama		
Northern Illinois
San Diego State
Purdue				
(22) Georgia Tech			
Cincinnati		
(7) U-S-C			
(19) North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Clemson		
Louisville			

WEEK 12 SCHEDULE
21
20
24
14
21
28
3
56
14
10
13
10
24
38
27
14
12
7
7
26
17
28
23
27
7

(1) Alabama
vs
(2) Texas Tech
(3) Florida		
vs
(4) Texas		
at
(5) Oklahoma
(6) U-S-C		
at
(7) Penn State
vs
(8) Utah		
at
(9) Boise State
at
(10) Ohio State
at
(11) OK State
at
(12) Missouri		
at
(13) Georgia		
at
(14) Ball State
at
(15) T-C-U		
(16) B-Y-U		
at
(17) North Carolina at
(18) Michigan State
(19) L-S-U		
vs
(20) Florida State vs
(21) Pittsburgh
(22) Cincinnati
at
(23) Oregon State vs
(24) South Carolina at
(25) Tulsa		
at

Miss State
(11) OK State
(24) South Carolina
Kansas
OFF WEEK
Stanford
Indiana
San Diego State
Idaho
Illinois
(2) Texas Tech
Iowa Sate
Auburn
Miami-Ohio
OFF WEEK
Air Force
Maryland
OFF WEEK
Troy
Boston College
OFF WEEK
Louisville
California
(3) Florida
Houston

TBA
8:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
TBA
12:30 p.m. FSN
7:00 p.m. Versus
12:00 p.m. Big Ten
6:00 p.m. The Mtn.
5:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
12:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
8:00 p.m. ABC
6:30 p.m. FSN
TBA
7:00 p.m. ESPN2 (TUES)
3:30 p.m. CBSCSN
3:30 p.m. ABC
8:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
8:00 p.m. ABC
8:00 p.m. EPSN2 (FRI)
3:30 p.m. ABC
TBA
8:00 p.m. CBSCSN
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Women’s soccer ousted in semifinals
Alison Smalling

ERAU Athletics
The third-seeded EmbryRiddle women’s soccer team
suffered a tough 4-2 loss to
No. 2 Savannah College of Art
and Design (12-5) in the semifinals of The Sun Conference
tournament, Saturday at the
SCAD Athletics Complex.
The first goal of the match
came off the boot of Melissa
Feuerriegel in the 10th minute
after the referee awarded the
Bees a penalty kick on a questionable foul. Brelyn Bingham
saved Feuerriegel’s initial
attempt from the penalty spot
but, Feuerriegel ran on to the
rebound and slotted home the
goal to give SCAD the lead.

The Eagles held the Bees
scoreless through the remainder of the first half but, SCAD
was able to get on the board
again early in the second when
Feuerriegel got the ball to
Amanda Barj who was running down the middle and Barj
outran the Eagles defense and
lifted the ball over Bingham
to increase the Bees’ to a 2-0
advantage.
The Eagles answered immediately after Sarah Hirst took
the ball down the right side
of the field and got a cross
off. The Bees intercepted the
cross but missed their chance
to clear and the ball fell to
Cecilie Henriksen; the freshman rifled her sixth goal of
the year into the far side netting to pull the Eagles back

within one.
In the 70th minute, Mary
Kate Sliter got in behind the
Eagles defense at the midfield
and took the ball all the way
into the box before netting the
Bees’ third goal of the game.
Despite the two-goal deficit,
the Eagles continued to battle
and their determination paid
off in the 86th minute when
Elina Johansson rocketed a
shot from just outside the box
into the upper 90.
But it was not enough to
overcome the Bees, who got
their fourth goal from Selin
Kuralay with just under four
minutes left on the clock.
The Lady Eagles (8-8) now
focus their attention on the
NAIA National Championship,
which they will host at the

Embry-Riddle Soccer Stadium
Dec. 1-6.
The third-seeded EmbryRiddle women’s soccer team
suffered a tough 4-2 loss to
No. 2 Savannah College of Art
and Design (12-5) in the semifinals of The Sun Conference
tournament, Saturday at the
SCAD Athletics Complex.
The first goal of the match
came off the boot of Melissa
Feuerriegel in the 10th minute
after the referee awarded the
Bees a penalty kick on a questionable foul. Brelyn Bingham
saved Feuerriegel’s initial
attempt from the penalty spot
but, Feuerriegel ran on to the
rebound and slotted home the
goal to give SCAD the lead.
The Eagles held the Bees
scoreless through the remain-

der of the first half but, SCAD
was able to get on the board
again early in the second when
Feuerriegel got the ball to
Amanda Barj who was running down the middle and Barj
outran the Eagles defense and
lifted the ball over Bingham
to increase the Bees’ to a 2-0
advantage.
The Eagles answered immediately after Sarah Hirst took
the ball down the right side
of the field and got a cross
off. The Bees intercepted the
cross but missed their chance
to clear and the ball fell to
Cecilie Henriksen; the freshman rifled her sixth goal of the
year into the far side netting
to pull the Eagles back within
one.
In the 70th minute, Mary

Kate Sliter got in behind the
Eagles defense at the midfield
and took the ball all the way
into the box before netting the
Bees’ third goal of the game.
Despite the two-goal deficit,
the Eagles continued to battle
and their determination paid
off in the 86th minute when
Elina Johansson rocketed a
shot from just outside the box
into the upper 90.
But it was not enough to
overcome the Bees, who got
their fourth goal from Selin
Kuralay with just under four
minutes left on the clock.
The (8-8) Lady Eagles now
focus their attention on the
NAIA National Championship,
which they will host at the
Embry-Riddle Soccer Stadium
Dec. 1-6.

Jay Palicha

Flagler was growing in confidence as they spent more and
more time on the ball and they
duly went a goal up in the 30th
minute, when Eamonn Murphy
cut in from the left and
drilled an exquisite shot into
the far corner from the edge
of the area.
They doubled their lead less
than a minute later. A shot from
a tight angle from the left cannoned back off the post and
the loose ball was hit home by
Murphy.
Embry-Riddles’ best chance
came 32 minutes when they
were awarded a penalty. Joe

Yoffe stepped, but saw is effort
saved low down to his right.
The scoring was rounded off
in the 85th, Neil Patrickson set
up Brad Vinciguerra to head
home from inside the box.
The ROTC students were out
in force to support the soccer
team and they provided the
half-time entertainment, the
annual “Patriot Singh”. The Air
Force finished in first, followed
by the Army and Navy.
Embry-Riddle will now travel to West Palm Beach, Fla.
where they will face Northwood
in The Sun Conference semifinal match.

Volleyball wins their Mens soccer loses
24thof the year
Staff Reporter

NaDean Schroeder
ERAU Athletics

The Eagles volleyball team
picked up it’s 24th win on
Wednesday over NCAA DII
Palm Beach Atlantic Sailfish
in a four-set victory on the road
(25-14, 25-20, 20-25, 25-22).
This was the first time since
2001 that the Eagles have
topped the Sailfish. The Eagles
win in 2001 was a five-set victory on Nov. 16 in the NAIA
Region XIV tournament. PBA
has defeated ERAU thirteen
times since the 2001 match.
On the Sailfish’s senior
night, the Eagles came out
firing. They took set one
quickly as seven service aces
aided them in the first set.
Four aces came from Abby
Hall in the team’s last five
points in the set. Jenni Nelsen
marked two while Savannah
Trakes tallied one.

The Eagles kept their run
going in the second set as accurate serving aided the Eagles.
Nelsen pulled the Eagles way
from the Sailfish by serving
five consecutive points. Trakes
and Alana Martinez closed the
second set with a huge block
on the right-side giving the
Eagles the 2-0 edge.
The Sailfish ran away with
an early lead in set three to
turn the momentum into their
favor. The Eagles began to
climb back from a five point
deficit as they came within
one of the Sailfish at 11-10.
The home team did not allow
the Eagles within one point
the rest of the match keeping a
two-point margin over ERAU.
PBA’s Brittany Erickson tallied
eight of her team leading 15
kills in the third set.
In the final set, the Eagles
tied the game at 21 after the
Sailfish had led the game
since the first point. Savannah
Advertisement

Trakes put ERAU up by one
on a service ace and was
followed up by a kill from
Marissa Gonzales’ arm. After a
PBA timeout Lauren Anastatse
marked two of her four kills,
including the winning point in
set four, to lead the Eagles to
their 24th win.
Gonzales finished the night
with 41 assists and two kills.
She assisted Trakes on all 13 of
her team-leading kills. Nelsen
finished the match with three
service aces and nine digs and
kills each. Julia Frassetto picked
up 22 digs in the match.
The Eagles record improves
to 24-3 overall and stays the
same in conference play at
12-1. The Blue and Gold will
host Edward Waters in their
final regular season match on
Thursday evening at 7 p.m.
in the ICI Center. The Eagles
can clinch the regular season
conference championship title
with a win over EWC.

Seniors Joe Yoffe, AJ Barrett,
Richard Genge and Peter
Masters of the Embry-Riddle
Mens’ Soccer team played the
last home game of their careers
as the Eagles succumbed easily
with a below par display against
Flagler. at the ICI Center on the
fifth of November.
The Eagles’ starting line-up
was missing several key names,
and one wondered whether
coach Gregson had a trick up
his sleeve, but none came.

Basketball starts 2-0
Alison Smalling

ERAU Athletics
The Embry-Riddle men’s
basketball team scored 44
points in each half of play
to defeat Johnson and Wales
(Fla.), Monday afternoon at
the Amway Arena, home of
the Orlando Magic. The Eagles
are now 2-0 on the year, while
the Wildcats fall to 0-2.
All 10 players who suited
up for the Blue and Gold put
points up on the scoreboard.
DeBord and Lorenzi paced
the Eagles with double-double
efforts with DeBord registering 14 points and 10 rebounds,
and Lorenzi tallying 14 points

and 12 boards.
The opportunity to play
where the pros play came at
a small price as both teams
had to adjust to shooting longrange shots from the NBA
three-point line, which is some
four feet further from the basket than the college arc.
The Eagles went up 4-2 1:15
into the game and never relinquished the lead. A jumper by
Danny Krazit sparked at the
14:03 mark started a 13-2 run
that gave the Eagles a 25-10
advantage with 6:03 left in the
first half. The Eagles offense
added 19 more points to its
tally, while the defense held
Johnson and Wales to just five
points over the last six min-

utes of the half, resulting in a
44-20 Eagles lead at the half.
In the first half, the Eagles
went to the free throw line
24 times, converting on 15
attempts. ERAU only made
seven trips to the charity stripe
in the second frame, but made
up for the shortfall by stepping
up its three-point shooting.
After making just one three
in the first half, the Eagles got
into a rhythm from the NBA
distance and went four-forseven from beyond the arc
in the second to equal their
scoring from the first half with
44.
Stephen Nosworthy led
the Wildcats scoring with 12
points.

Eagles split rough weekend

TIM KRAMER/AVION

FORWARD TIM WALSH MAKES a move on a South Florida defender during the
Eagles’ game on Friday night. The Eagles fought hard to a 5-4 victory on Friday night.
The Eagles then traveled to Brandon on Saturday to take on the Bulls on their home
ice. In a rough and ruthless game, the Eagles fell to the Bulls 4-3. The Eagles are
now 6-4 on the year and play at home against rival FIT on Friday night at 10 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT

Fall into the new masterpiece ‘Fallout 3’

IMAGES COURTESY BETHESDA SOFTWORKS

The long awaited “Fallout 3” is finally here. The original
“Fallout” and “Fallout 2” are masterpieces of role-playing video
games, and fans have been practically foaming at the mouth waiting
for this new sequel from role-playing powerhouse Bethesda Game
Studios. Bethesda is
the same studio that
created the ever popular Elder Scrolls
games, including the
blockbuster “Elder
Scrolls:
Oblivion”
released on PC and
consoles.
But can
“Fallout 3” live up to
fans hopes and dreams
for their favorite
post-apocalyptic
world?
The year is 2277 and
over 200 years ago
the world descended
into the fiery death
of all out nuclear war.
Little is left standing
of society and
what remains
is held together
by ragtag
Peter Richardson
groups of ever
determined
Comics Editor
mankind. You
are born into
the underground
society of
Vault 101. While
most of the
world died, some survived in vaults buried deep underground.
Unlike most vaults though, your Vault 101 remained closed even
after the carnage cleared and has remained isolated from the world
ever since. By your 18th birthday, you are resigned to live and die

in the vault until one day your dad, who is voiced by Liam Neeson,
somehow leaves the vault! You also eventually escape the Vault
and are confronted by the charred, wrecked remains of Washington
D.C., now known as the Capitol Wastes.
From this point on, the game really begins. Your character is
determined through a very versatile character creation system,
which essentially allows you to create almost any character type
without actually defining character classes. Ability points are
accompanied by skill points, and character perks which all help
to define how your character is played throughout the game. The
character system can seem a little overwhelming at the start but
with help from an excellent manual and a wealth of high quality ingame tutorials the creation system becomes almost second nature.
The other star of the “Fallout 3” show, besides the character creator, is the world Bethesda created. Intricately detailed throughout,
the Capitol Wastes and its many, many locations all bristle with
personality and depth. Minute details adorn almost every feature
of this games environment and all combine to create one of the
most enthralling game worlds to date. While it is clear that a heavily modified “Oblivion” engine was used to create this game the
graphics are truly staggering. You may find yourself just standing
on top of the skeleton of an apartment building staring out at the
miles of wastes around you as the sun casts its dying breath for the
day and paints oranges and red all over the landscape.

To accompany this immense landscape, which covers most of
the Washington D.C. area, is a huge number of expertly crafted
characters to interact with. Through these interactions, tough decisions, conversations and of course your actions, you can actively
carve out good or bad karma for your character. This karma will
help determine how others interact with you and which type of
organization might be interested in your services. This open-ended
game-play is what will bring people back to “Fallout 3” over and
over again. And yes, as reported, you can detonate a nuclear bomb
and totally destroy the first town you visit.
‘Fallout 3” is an instant masterpiece of computer games.
Bigger and better than even “Oblivion,” Bethesda has out done
itself once again. The immense, delicately crafted landscape is
one of the coolest environments ever created for a game and is
populated with hundreds of interesting locations, characters and
quests. The open-ended character creation and karma system
will mean that every time you replay “Fallout 3” it will be different, which instills “Fallout 3” with immense replayability. The
only complaints about “Fallout 3” can be that it is so engaging
that when one of its few bugs does pop up, it really sticks out.
Despite these minor glitches, “Fallout 3” achieves everything
it intended to and is truly a must buy game for any fan of roleplaying games or any gamer who wants to get hundreds of hours
out of his or her fifty dollar purchase.
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Entertainment Inside

Entertaining Thoughts:
End of Semester Movies

As the semester winds down,
quicker than some would like,
Hollywood is going to offer us
a couple films before the huge
movie season of Christmas.
Besides the obvious choice
that is “Quantum of Solace,”
there are a few other movies
that may be flying under your
radar. Below I offer my selections of a few films you might
not have even known were
coming out.
‘Bolt’ (11/21/2008 – wide):
John Travolta, Miley Cyrus
and the ever more popular
Malcolm McDowell team
up for a computer animated
adventure about a dog with a
mission. “Bolt,” is a charming
tale of a dog actor who doesn’t
realize the super-dog antics he
does on the TV are not real.
When his human sidekick is
actually kidnapped, he sets
out to save her and discover himself. The only reason
I mention this film here is
because as much as you may
like ‘trapped in the closet’
Travolta, I do not recommend
seeing this film. It is made by
mediocre computer animated
film creators, Walt Disney,
and although is likely to have
some funny moments, it will
mostly likely be formulaic and
not up to where Pixar left
the bar earlier this year with
“WALL-E.”
‘Australia’ (11/26/2008 –
wide): Two Australian megastars, Hugh Jackman and
Nicole Kidman, team up for
a film about well… Australia.
Set before World War II, this
is a tale of an English noble
who inherits an Australian
ranch, and has to team up
with the local cattle driver to
save her ranch. As they drive
2000 cattle over the Australian

landscape, they witness a
Japanese bombing and fall in
love …blah blah. Wolverine
and Kidman have potential for
some onscreen chemistry and

Peter Richardson
Comics Editor

certainly will strive to make
Australia seem romantic and
exotic since it is a location that
sees surprisingly little attention from Hollywood. Quality
acting and a somewhat different premise could make this a
good date flick.
‘Transporter 3’ (11/26/2008
– wide): As any longtime reader of The Avion knows, I am a
Jason Statham fan! Therefore,
I am definitely excited that
the quintessential terrible, predictable action romp is back
for another go. With no other
recognizable cast members,
this film will surely be just
like the last two films, so bad
that they are good. Statham’s
no holds-barred terrible acting
and interesting action scenes
will undoubtedly make a
return and hopefully there will
be more ridiculous car stunts.
This is a movie series that
does not take itself seriously,
and I respect that. Hopefully
this movie makes just enough
to warrant “Transporter 4”!
‘Crossing Over’ (1/3/2009–

Great Dorm Room Recipes
Compiled by Amy Treutel

Banana Muffins
limited): Harrison Ford in a
serious dramatic film? That’s
right, “Crossing Over” is a
story about immigration in
the world of Los Angeles.
Intersecting stories tell a tale
of the good and the bad of
what immigrants find as they
come to this country, and what
they make out of it. Staring
Harrison, Sean Penn, Ashley
Judd, Ray Liotta and more,
this ensemble film will either
be a big critical hit or huge
critical flop. I am hoping that
it is a big hit with the critics
and may earn eventual wide
release. In a perfect world,
Harrison will be able to pull
off some real acting and end
the year of Indy Four in another good way.
‘Frost/Nixon’ (12/5/2008 –
wide): Ron Howard’s latest
flick brings to the screen the
latest story from the writer
of big Oscar favorite, “The
Last King of Scotland.” After
being out of office for three
years, the disgraced Richard
Nixon finally agrees to tell
his tale on national TV. Nixon
surprises everyone by picking British showman Frost to
conduct the interview hoping
to easily outwit him and win
over America. What ensues
is a battle of wits as Frost
and Nixon spar over truth and
accountability. “Frost/Nixon,”
not only recreates the epic
interview but, also covers
the surrounding weeks and
preparation and anticipation.
Howard’s movies have mostly
turned out quite well and this
political themed drama may
score well come December.
Check this movie out if you
are not yet sick of politics and
are looking for a good, wellpaced Ron Howard drama.
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Yields: 12-15 muffins
Ingredients:
1 egg
1 cup milk
¼ teaspoon baking
soda
¾ teaspoon baking
powder
1/8 teaspoon salt
1 ½ cups all-purpose
flour
3 Tablespoons liquid
honey
1 cup mashed banana
(about 2 bananas)
¼ teaspoon ground
cinnamon
Directions:
1.Preheat oven to
375 degrees. Grease
a muffin pan.
2.In a small bowl, add
the egg to the milk
and beat lightly. Add
the vegetable oil and
stir to combine.
3.In a large bowl, stir
the baking soda, baking powder, and salt
into the flour until well
blended.
4.Add the egg mixture to the flour mixture and stir to form
a batter. Stir in the
honey, banana, and
ground cinnamon. Stir
until combined but do
not beat.
5.Spoon the batter
into the muffin tins so
that they are about
2/3 full. Bake for 20
to 25 minutes or until
a toothpick inserted
into the middle of
a muffin comes out
clean. Let cool for 5
minutes before serving. Store the muffins

in a sealed tin.

Blueberry Muffins

Yields: about 12 muffins
Ingredients:
1 egg
1 cup buttermilk
3 Tablespoons vegetable oil
¾ cup all-purpose
flour
¾ cup whole-wheat
flour
¼ cup oat bran
¾ teaspoon baking
powder
½ teaspoon baking
soda
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup brown sugar
1 cup blueberries, frozen or fresh
Directions:
1.Preheat oven to
375 degrees. Grease
a muffin pan.
2.In a small bowl, add
the egg to the buttermilk and beat lightly.
Add the vegetable oil
and stir to combine.
3.In a large bowl, combine the all-purpose
flour, whole-wheat
flour, and oat bran.
Stir in the baking powder, baking soda, salt,
and brown sugar until
well blended.
4.Add the egg mixture to the flour mixture and stir to form
a batter. Be careful
not to overmix the
batter; don’t worry if
there are still lumps.
Gently stir in the
blueberries.
5.Spoon the batter into the muffin
tins so that they are
between ½ to 2/3
full. Bake for 20 to
25 minutes or until
a toothpick inserted
into the middle of
a muffin comes out
clean. Let cool for 5
minutes before eating. Store the muffins
in a sealed tin.

1 ½ teaspoons baking
powder
½ teaspoon baking
soda
Pinch salt
½ cup granulated
sugar
1 ¾ cups all-purpose
flour
¾ teaspoon ground
cinnamon
½ teaspoon ground
nutmeg
1 ½ cups diced apples
Directions:
1.Preheat oven to
375 degree. Grease
a muffin pan.
2.In a small bowl, add
the egg and vanilla
extract to the buttermilk and bet lightly.
Add the vegetable oil
and mix to combine.
3.In a large bowl, stir
the baking powder,
baking soda, salt, and
sugar into the flour
and blend well. Stir
in the cinnamon and
nutmeg.
4.Add the egg mixture to the flour mixture and stir to form
a batter. Be careful
not to overmix the
batter; don’t worry if
there are still lumps.
Stir in the diced
apples.
5.Spoon the batter
into the prepared
muffin tins so that
they are between ½
to 2/3 full. Bake for
20 minutes or until
a toothpick inserted
into the middle of
a muffin comes out
clean. Let cool for 5
minutes before serving. Store the muffins
in a sealed tin.

Apple and Cinnamon Muffins
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Yields: 12 muffins
Ingredients:
1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla
extract
1 cup buttermilk
¼ cup vegetable oil
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All recipes from “The
Everything
College
Cookbook”

‘The Hills’ Column:
The Guy Influence

Somewhere in the twisted
world that is MTV’s greatest
reality show The Hills, thousands of viewers and fans have
found themselves cultivated in
love hate relationships not only
with the beautiful women on
the show but in the drama
that is their lives.
This past week was a very
similar case of Déjà vu. One
of LC’s friends moves out to
get her own place because
she wants to be closer to
her boyfriend and LC is left
to find another friend to fill
the vacant spot in her life.
However, week-to-week
most of the attention has
been shifted off of LC, but
yet in still revolves around
her; take this past week for
instance, despite that we saw
Audrina’s bad decision in buying her own house and Heidi
getting fired from Bolthouse
all of this wouldn’t be possible
without LC. Let’s get to the
drama.
So LC has to find out in

the worst way possible that
Audrina bought her own place
and is moving out, well it
wasn’t the worst way, but it
was pretty bad that Audrina
came into LC’s room first thing
in the morning and was like by

John W. Smith III

Advertising Manager
the way, I bought a house and
I’m moving out this weekend.
LC’s face was priceless, along
with her disbelief; LC’s first
question was, “With Justin?”
Audrina tries to cover it like
she didn’t buy this house for
her and Justin but, deep down

she’s hoping he moves in.
We’ll get to that later.
So into the dark side we go,
the life of Heidi and Spencer
this past week was a week
worth remembering. Not only
is there a dumb blonde moment
to top all dumb blonde moments
but Spencer is so dumb and
oblivious he ruined his girlfriends career, that its almost
funny. So ever since Spencer
embarrassed Heidi in front of
Brent Bolthouse in Las Vegas,
Heidi has been doing her best
to re-gain Brent’s trust and she
has the opportunity once she
is put in charge of planning a
club opening. Heidi does take
the matter seriously and does
a good job with planning this
opening until the night of. Heidi
has to be one of the dumbest
women in Hollywood next to
Paris Hilton, because once she
thinks everything is done, she
immediately turns to people
that she is going to invite. Of
course, there is Spencer and as
far as she is concerned, he is the
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most important person to come
to the event. So during the
night of the event everything
is going well and Brent is very
happy with the event, so Heidi
just figures her night of work is
over and she can start having
a good time. Well, she starts
ordering tequilas and before
Spencer even gets there she is
a bit drunk. And not the kind
of drunk that you’ll be over
the next morning, but the kind
of drunk where she could play
just a tip with some strange
people. So as Spencer shows
up to the event Heidi orders
another tequila (I wonder what
kind of tequila, probably the
cheap Jose Cuervo to match her
cheap surgical attempts on her
body) and proceeds to scream,
“I’m so wasted!” Spencer tries
to restrain her from ordering
more but for once Heidi had
a mind of her own and drank
more. Meanwhile, Brent’s
business partner Sam walked
up and asked Heidi what she
was doing and Spencer decides

to chime in with, “we are just
having a good time” and Sam
says, “I didn’t know the night
was over” as he orders the
girls to get back to work. So
after the event all of this drama
makes it way back to Brent’s
ear and he calls Heidi into
the office. He confronts Heidi
about her being drunk at the
opening and she replies with,
“I thought after we were done
we could have a good time.”
To me that translated to “I
thought we could get drunk at a
work function?” Really Heidi?
I know you’re dumb because
you’re dating Spencer and
you do whatever he says, but
it doesn’t take a degree from
FIDM (which you don’t have
because you dropped out) for a
person to know you can’t drink
on the job, even in The Hills.
So Brent fires Heidi and as
she walked out, I had to laugh
because it was all Spencer’s
fault she was in trouble in the
first place and now she’s fired
because they are both idiots,

enough said.
So prior to Audrina packing
her things, she has dinner with
her new and improved boyfriend Justin, and tells him that
she bought a house and that
she would like him to move
in. I think everyone watching
wasn’t ready for that but neither was Justin. I couldn’t tell if
he was surprised or just loved
the idea, I’m guessing surprised considering his response
was, “we’ll see how things go.”
Even though it was Justin’s idea
for her to move out a long time
ago, he still can’t move in with
her, which makes you wonder
why he wanted her to move
out in the first place? I think
Justin is just proving his influence and power over Audrina.
Even with all that, Audrina still
packs her things and leaves LC
and Lo. Very bittersweet and
very reminiscent of Heidi driving away when she moved out.
We’ll see if Audrina ditches
her friends for a new life in her
new house with Justin.
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Classic Peanuts
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Crossword

Hard

Congratulations to
last weeks crossword contest winner: Matt Enohsen.
Enter The Avion crossword contest!
Submit your completed crossword to The Avion
office in SC 110 before Friday Nov. 14th at 5
p.m. to be considered.
The Avion will give a fabulous prize to a randomly selected correctly answered crossword.
This contest is only available to students and
each student can win only once per semester.
When submitting a completed crossword, the
student must come in person to SC 110 and have
their Eagle Card available.
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HOUSING /
Roommates

Ocean Front
S Daytona BH 1 bed 1bath
11th floor photo view furished
no pets under ground parking
pool BH exercise room 980 sq
feet water basic cable included
$970.00 per mo. call Dave 404
281 0758 9.00 am 6.00 pm

Affordable/ Spacious/ South
Daytona
Best landlord around! Clean
3 Bed, 2 Bath, 2 + car garage.
1800 Sq. Ft. Living/ Dining/ Family rooms. Hardwood
Floors. New oof Washer/Dryer.
Dishwasher, Large yard with
patio. Centrally located. 2280
Granada Drive. South Daytona. $1,000/ monthly. Available Octob. 1(386) 756-0640

Townhouse South Daytona
Best landlords around! Clean /
Quiet 2 Bed 1.5 Baths, 1400 Sq.
Ft. Large master bed. upstairs
& down. Tile & carpet floors.
washer & dryer. central A/C,
dishwasher, close to school/
shops $700/ monthly. 1607
Jacobs Rd. (386) 756-0640.

Close to campus
3 bedroom, 1 bath house to
share, very clean, located
close to DBCC, ERAU, Halifax hospital, malls and airport.
Newer carpet, central head
and air, appliances, washer/
dryer inside, large fenced
in yard and more. Share
house for only $425/mo
Riddle Alumni-Call 212-1260

House for Rent
2/1, enclosed carport, a/c, fenced
yard, tile floors, laundry room,
family room. Very cute. Off Mason in Daytona Beach$750.00.
386-453-8707.first,last security

Classifieds

HOUSING /
Roommates

HOUSING /
Roommates

HOUSING /
Roommates

Room for Rent
Port Orange, fully furnished
room, spacious country setting, pool house, 15 minutes
from campus, seeking clean
responsible non-smoker, kitchen, laundry privileges, $475/
month, $250 deposit utilities included. Please call 386760-1902. Leave message.

Roommate Wanted
Great luxury/ Great bargain. The
Crowne Luxury Appartments.
Clean and quiet roomates.
Large kitchen. Patio area in
front of a lake. Brand new gated
community with pool and gym.
Garages available. Room is currently available; Please contact
Luis Alejandre with questions
or to schedule a visit. $420/mo.
713-857-7448

Room for Rent
Room for rent for ERAU student in home 1 block from
beach. $400, includes utilities.
Call
386-238-8826

Housing to Share
2 bedrooms for rent in private home-$650.00. Short or
long term. Includes cable, internet, electric, water, use of
pool, and use of washer/dryer.
Private refrigerator, use of
kitchen and garage parking.
Outside smoking ok. Excellent walking or jogging SAFE
AREA!!! 15 minute drive
to Embry Riddle and Daytona State College, 10 minute
drive to Epic Flight School.
Please call Patty at 386-8522992 for more information.

$625 monthly rent/ no lease
Two story 1264 Sq FT townhouse in Port Orange, includes
cable, modern kitchen appliances, washer and dryer.
$950
per
month.
Contact Kitty 386-214-9698

Beachside 3 Bedroom
Three bedroom home with garage, enclosed Florida room,
central air/heat, wood floors
and new carpet, yard, 1/2
block to ocean. 3864052540

Condo for rent
Two Bedroom. Two Bath. Fire
Place. Pool. Quiet Neighborhood. Price $785.00 month. Deposit $500.00. Call 386-451-2708

Beachside 2 bedroom
Large 2 bedroom with 2 car
garage, central air/heat, fireplace, wood floors, large enclosed Florida room, washer/
dryer, one block to ocean in
quiet residential neighborhood.
Only 5 minutes to school call
(386) 405-2540

Lakefront Rental w/ Garage
Quiet lakefront with patio, 3
Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths, Eastgate
Townhouse, prime location,
clean and spacious, Jacuzzi tub,
walk-in closets, 2 car garage,
pool, washer/dryer, $1,300
monthly plus security, outside
maintenance included, move
in now, Dean (386) 341-2638.

Just 3 blocks to beach
Furnished condo for rent. 2
bdrm, 2 bath with balcony on
beach near Bellaire Plaza. On
site laundry, inside parking
and pool. Great for faculty
or graduate student. No Pets.
Longterm lease preferred--6 mo.
minimum rental. References
required. $1600.00 per month.
Call Howard 386-673-3468
or email Leo49237@aol.com.

Townhome for Rent
Beautiful 2BR, 2 Bath. 3 mile from
ERAU. $800/month. A must see.
Al- (386) 898 2409.

Roommate Wanted
Private room and bath furnished
washer/dryer 450.00 month all
utilities included inc.phone and
high speed internet. Pool and
gym close to embry riddle and
dbcc Sunrise Point Apts. Call
Matt @ 386 767 3988 or 386767-1322 off Clyde Morris Blvd.

Affordable, Housing
Walk, drive, ride to school.
Minutes to campus. Bus stop
around corner. Clean, quiet,
private, safe & secure home
& neighborhood. New Energy Star efficient appliances,
Washer & dryer, Central heat
& air conditioner. Free parking & storage. Full house &
kitchen privileges. Move in
or reserve today. Bobby747@
gmail.com
386-868-7755

Port Orange/Harbor Oaks
404 Acacia Circle. Located
off of Nova Road, between
Spruce Creek Road and U.S.1,
3 bedrooms, 1-1/2 baths,$825.00
per month plus $500.00 security. No pets/No smoking. Students welcome. Drive
by then call 386-254-8889.

$500 includes cable and water
This is a 3 br/ 2 ba house with big
yard. Owner live in this property
and is looking for anyone who
can afford the rent and like to
live in a quiet, clean and peacful,
no pet, no drugs situation. Please
call (702) 379-9565 or email.
y1924325@yahoo.com

Advertisement

Quiet and Peaceful
2/2 recently remodeled condo
for rent at Georgetowne Lake
(a few minutes south of ERAU
off of Clyde Morris Blvd. and
Big Tree Rd.); upstairs unit in
two storey building; unit has
dedicated staircase; beautiful
view of “lake”; screened-in patio; swimming pool; work-out
room; tennis court; fish in lake
for the angler; everything new
inside; washer/dryer in unit.
$900/mo includes condo association fee but NOT utilities.
Please call 813 215-7937 to see.
Condo/1 Bedroom/Gated
Community
1 Bedroom condo for rent.
Fully furnished, Riverfront
view, gated community. 10
minutes from campus. $750/
month plus utilities. Includes water. Contact Nancy
Skrzynicerz @ (386) 547-9722

Large Studio Condo
New upgrades throughout
Located
on
River
in
Daytona
Beach
Blocks from the Ocean
Beautiful
Grounds,
Pool,
Club House, Boat Dock
$490/month.
Water
Cable Pest Control included
Contact Nancy at 386-253-9831

Ocean Front S Daytona BH
one bed one bath 11th floor
photo view furished pool exercise room under ground parking no pets 980sq feet water
basic cable included $970.00
per mo call dave 404 281 0758
9.00am to 6.00 pm super deal

Gorgeous affordable move-in
ready close to campus
FOR SALE: Totally renovated
2br/1ba in student-friendly
neighborhood across from
Shoppes at Beville, 2 miles
from ERAU. Wonderful rental/
investment property w/large
fenced (6’) backyard great for
pets, 21’ wood deck attached
to covered lanai. Beautiful details throughout include new
stainless steel kitchen appliances and plantation shutters. $139,900. 386-299-4053.
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Roommates
Close to campus!!!
Looking for a clean, responsible non-smoker to share a
house near erau/dbc. Less
than a mile away. Washer
and dryer inside, large fenced
in yard, mostly furnished.
Asking $425/mo plus 1/2 utilities
Call 212-1260 or email
mostertn@erau.edu

Great Location
3 bdrm/1 1/2 bath house,close to
Embry Riddle, ISB, Racetrack &
shopping. 3 miles from beach.
private backyard. front & back
screened in porches. $850mth
plus $500 deposit. Available
immediately.
Call 864-3138415 or 864-404-1944 or email
Brookalgarin@yahoo.com

2/2 Direct Oceanfront
October free, $1300/mo Nov May, then $1500/mo June - September.($2,900 incentive!) 2/2
Unfurnished, dir. Oceanfront
for serious students. Oceans
Eight in Daytona Beach Shores.
2 pools, fitness facility & sauna.
Move right in! Call Claire 386453-8433.

Looking for 2 responsible
roommates
Looking for 2 responsible
roommates. No smoking or
drugs. No pets. Will share stand
alone condo in beautiful Indigo
Lakes subdivision. 3 miles
from ERAU. 1,700 square feet.
Condo is fully furnished. 2 car
garage. Washer & dryer included. New carpeting. Full house
privileges. Cable TV, water and
high speed internet included.
You pay electric only. Available immediately. 6 month
contract (or longer). $445.00
per month / per person. Please
call: Steve (248)470-8020
Services needed
Pilot to Split Time
Looking for a pilot to split
time. I’m building hours in a
172SP/G1000 @ Air America. I’m Private SEL Instrument. Your instrument rating
not required. We’d split time
(and cost) 50/50. Call Tom
3865890558 or email him, tflanary@gmail.com. Overnight
trips possible. Very flexible.

Flight Instructor
If you want to learn how to fly
or just need someone to fly with
for cheap, then I can help. I have
access to a C152 for about $85/
hr and can help you achieve
your goals. Call (661) 3315686 for questions. John Geary

3 BR 2 Bath home for sale,
Welcome to your Florida retreat! 3 BR 2 Bath home on
golf course, swimming pool
with in-pool bar stools!, hot
tub, screened lanai, oversized
2 car garage, outdoor shower,
well-maintained, stainless steel
appliances. $295,000 call Candy Jaworski, ReMax Signature,
386/212-1578
for
appt.

Roommate Needed! For
2bedroom/2bath Apartment.
$500/Month

Roomate is moving out at the
end of fall semester and I need to
replace her. You will have your
own bedroom and bathroom. Rent
covers all services include cable and
internet(in my name).Living room is
nicely furnished. Washer and Dryer
in apartment. Located at Island Club
Apartments off of Beville. Call 386381-7888

HOUSING /
Roommates

Great Room For Rent
One bedroom available, private home in Ormond Beach,
gated community. Full house
privileges including washer
and dryer, cable, internet, community pool. Looking for nonsmoking student, no pets. Just
15 minutes from ERAU. Rent
is $500.00 per month all utilities included, no first and last
months rent needed. No lease.
Please call 386-673-2300 and
leave message if interested.

Employment

Trade Show Host
Americraft is seeking individuals
or teams to demonstrate kitchen related items at local Trade
Markets. Complete training.
Above average income. Call
352-483-7600 or apply online
at:www.cookingshowhost.com

Payroll and Accountants
We are currently looking for Payroll and Accountants, Job comes
with great benefits, applicants
should kindly email resumes to
Johninc001@yahoo.com for info

Abundance of Money?
About Making Serious Money?
My passion is to assist others
in avoiding financial difficulties that I experienced. Seeking 10 serious & motivated
business partners to achieve
financial freedom within 1824 months. Must have high
integrity & burning desire to
succeed. www.BellaFlorida.tv
BellaWealth@HelloWorld.com

AUTOMOTIVE

1995 Pontiac Grand Am
Black, approx. 150k miles.
Good condition, needs new
fuel filter. Good gas mileage. $1200 Send e-mail to
katiedaisy16@hotmail.com.

97 Jeep Wrangler
4 cyl. 2.5L engine. new fuel
pump, tires in good condition.
Aftermarket water resistant interior. Sony sound system and
CD player. Soft top in great
condition. New clutch and radiator. $7,000 call 910-540-2112

Vento Scooters
Buy a name you can trust!
Vento Scooters are reliable
with a retro sophisticated look !
Price for a new 2008 range from
$1999.00- $2500.00. with a (1)
year warranty. We have been in
business in Daytona Beach 25
years ..visit and take one for a
test drive . RML Automotive..
Located at the foot of the main st
bridge (mainland side) ..across
from
BMW
motorcycles
..Mon - Friday 11:00-6:30pm

